
Joy Lane Primary School 

Year Group: Reception  

Remote Learning Plan 
We are not suggesting you do all of these every day. Pick and choose which activities you would like to do, if any.  

Term 6 Week 2 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Exercise 

 

Just Dance: https://www.youtube.com/ 

Joe Wicks (The Body Coach): https://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1 

10 Minute Shake-ups: https://www.nhs.uk/10-minute-shake-up/shake-ups 

Cosmic Kids Yoga: https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing/Fine 

Motor 

activities 

 

Disco Dough video on Dojo 

(handwriting and fine-motor 

focus) 

 

Tricky word handwriting: 

 

https://content.twinkl.co.uk/r

esource/ec/47/T-L-6078B-

Handwriting-Phase-4-Tricky-

Words-Paper-Chain-Activity-

Cursive.pdf?__token__=exp

=1589992040~acl=%2Fresou

rce%2Fec%2F47%2FT-L-

6078B-Handwriting-Phase-4-

Tricky-Words-Paper-Chain-

Activity-

Cursive.pdf%2A~hmac=3fb4b

ecfa0895ecd84279829d7c5a1

b4cc4023c48422dfe3ce75e61

39cbbaf5f 

 

Fine-motor activity – pegs on 

a clothes hanger 

 
 

Pegs are an excellent 

resource to support fine-

motor development. Can 

you fill a coat hanger with 

pegs? You could even write 

letter shapes or numbers on 

the pegs and practise 

ordering numbers, building 

the alphabet or building 

words – lots of learning in 

one activity!  

Fine-motor activity – leaf 

threading 

 

 
 

Can you collect some 

leaves from your garden or 

on your daily walk? Can you 

carefully thread the leaves 

using string or wool to 

create a hanging leaf 

masterpiece or a necklace?  

Fine-motor activity – 

scissor skills! 

 

Can you use toilet roll 

tubes to create fine-motor 

skills people? Make careful 

snips using scissors to 

create ‘hair’.  

 

 

Teacher Story Share  

Barry the Fish with Fingers 

 

Discussion and writing task – 

what makes you special and 

different? What is your 

special talent? What makes 

you a Proud Peacock?  

Draw a picture of you 

showing off your special 

talent! Are you a kindness 

superhero? Are you a 

fantastic problem solver? Are 

you a super dancer? 

 

Use your sound mat to help 

you write a sentence 

explaining what your special 

talent/quality is. 

 

Don’t forget to use fingers 

spaces and a full stop. 

(template in home learning 

pack ) 

 

 

 

 

Phase 3 revision and Phase 4 

reading practise 

 

Phase 3 digraph revision 

Phase 4 teaching and 

challenges 

 

Teacher Dojo video - Phase 

Phase 4 tricky words 

 

Phase 4 tricky word song…. 

this song WILL get stuck in 

Phase 3 revision and Phase 

4 listening game 

 

Phase 3 digraph revision 

Phase 4 reading challenges 

 

Phase 2 challenge game: 

http://www.letters-and-
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Phonics 

 

game: 

https://education.abc.net.au/r

es/i/L7855/index.html 

 

 

Today, you might like to 

explore this yes/no 

powerpoint – have a go at 

reading ad discussing the 

questions with your grown-

up. 

 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/res

ource/t-l-1270-phase-4-yes-

no-questions-powerpoint 

 

 

4 consonant clusters – 

CCVC words 

 

You might like to explore 

these outdoor Phase 4 

challenges today : 

 

https://content.twinkl.co.uk/r

esource/e0/53/t-l-526636-

phase-4-outdoor-phonics-

challenge-cards-

english_ver_1.pdf?__token_

_=exp=1589990237~acl=%2

Fresource%2Fe0%2F53%2Ft-

l-526636-phase-4-outdoor-

phonics-challenge-cards-

english_ver_1.pdf%2A~hmac

=56f8f28ef35443df534aae709

d657aca9f4dec99a2b597e4c1

08592002295f94 

 

your head… sorry in 

advance but very good for 

remembering tricky words 

: 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=3NOzgR1ANc4 

 

Phase 4 Tricky word Shells 

 

 
 

Can you play tricky word 

pairs with some shells? Ask 

a grown-up to write some 

tricky words on shells 

(create 5/6 tricky word 

pairs) … turn them over 

and see if you can find as 

many tricky word pairs as 

you can! Great to develop 

your memory skills as well 

as your sight reading skills 

 
 

Phase 2/3 tricky words: 

I, no, the, to, go, into 

He, she, we, me, be, you, 

are, her, was, all, they, my 

 

Phase 4 tricky words:  

game: 

 

https://education.abc.net.au/

res/i/L7855/index.html 

 

Teacher Dojo video - Phase 

4 silly soup Phonics Game  

 

Can you read the 

ingredients list and find the 

correct objects? Make sure 

you are using your ninja 

listening skills! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

sounds.com/phase-2-initial-

sound-game-1.html 

 

 

Phase 3 challenge game:  

https://www.phonicsplay.co.u

k/PictureMatch.html 

 

Today you might like to take 

on this very tricky writing 

game! Ask a grown-up to 

write some Phase 4 words on 

paper backwards! (see list 

for suggestions) .. can you use 

a mirror to read the words? 

… a challenge for grown ups 

AND children  

 
 

 

 

Phase 4 word list: 

Band, went, hump, sink, 

chimp, best, belt, felt, camp, 

tent, chest, wind, pond, nest 
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Said, have, like, so, do, 

some, come, little, one, 

were, there, what, when, 

out 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reading 

 

Epic! https://www.getepic.com/ 

Audible Stories: https://stories.audible.com/discovery 

Oxford Owl: https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/ 

Here are some topic book suggestions you might like to explore (if you haven’t got the paper versions at home, there are some 

fabulous videos on YouTube): 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maths 

 

Positional language recap 

 

Listen to our favourite 

positional language song here 

https://www.youtube.com/wa

tch?v=idJYhjGyWTU 

 

Can you choose your 

favourite soft toy, place it in 

different locations and 

practise using our special 

maths words to describe 

where it is? (in front of / 

behind / on top of / 

underneath / next to / over / 

under etc) 

 

Play a twist on the game ‘I 

Spy’ but instead of guessing 

the word beginning with a 

certain letter, give clues as to 

Positional language 

recap 

 

Choose a challenge from our 

suggested list included in the 

home learning pack and have 

a go at it. 

 

Example: Draw a treasure 

map on a piece of paper - 

draw an island in the middle 

of the paper. Draw a pirate 

ship next to the island on 

one side and a ship wreck on 

the other side. Above the 

island, draw some smaller 

islands for boats to move in 

and out of. Below the island, 

draw some hungry sharks. 

What else can you add to 

the map? Can you describe 

Problem solving 

 

Find the sheet in the home 

learning pack titled ‘Maths: 

Solving Problems and 

Talking About Size’. Choose 

one of the challenges!  

 

Example: Find 6 of your 

favourite toy figures, e.g. a 

plastic doll, a superhero, a 

bear, a toy dog, a dinosaur 

and plastic troll, trying to 

make sure they are all 

different sizes. Stand them 

up and put them in order 

from the shortest to the 

tallest. Is the biggest one in 

the line up the biggest toy 

you own? How big is the 

biggest toy you own? What 

Problem Solving 

 

Choose one or more of the 

following activity sheets 

included in the printed 

home learning packs: 

 

Maths activity mats 

 

Maths challenge cards 

 

Taking Away Currant Buns 

Subtraction 

 

Hungry Monkey Taking 

Away Activity 

 

Greedy Monster Taking 

Away Activity Sheet 

 

Superheroes Subtraction up 

Problem Solving 

 

Lets end the week by playing 

some fun maths games! 

 

Choose your favourite from 

one of these suggestions (or 

choose any of the others in 

the appropriate age band) on 

this site: 

 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/

ordering-and-

sequencing/shape-patterns 

 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/l

earning-to-count/helicopter-

rescue 

 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/

ordering-and-
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the object’s position, e.g. “I 

spy with my little eye, 

something behind the …” or 

“next to the …”. 

the position? Draw a cross 

on the map to show where 

some treasure is buried. Can 

you describe where the 

treasure is hidden? 

could you use to measure 

it? 

to 10 

 

 

sequencing/caterpillar-

ordering 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wider 

Curriculum 

 

Teddy assault course  

 

Challenge Teddy by creating 

a range of obstacle and 

improve your positional 

vocabulary in the process! 

 

 

 What You’ll Need:  

• A range of loose parts such 

as ropes, tyres, planks, 

guttering, camouflage nets 

etc.  

• Connectors such as string, 

masking tape, Velcro straps 

or ball bungees.  

• A camera!  

 

 Activity  

The challenge is for small 

teams to create an assault 

course suitable for a teddy 

bear.  

Over the course teddy must 

encounter obstacles to:  

1. climb over  

2. go through  

Loose parts challenge: 

Recreate a famous 

landmark in your garden 

 

What could you use?  

 A range of small and large 

materials  

e.g. recycling, scrap 

construction, materials, 

natural items, and other bits 

‘n’ bobs! 

  

Activity  

There are some incredible 

landmarks across the UK, 

from Big Ben to Edinburgh 

Castle. Recreate some of 

your favourite famous 

landmarks while we can’t go 

and visit them all!  

• Your landmark could be a 

manmade building or 

structure, or a natural 

feature.  

• Think carefully about what 

size it should be – should it 

include certain shapes?  

• What specific features does 

your landmark need to have?  

 

 

10 things to do with a 

1m piece of string.  

• Make a bow and arrow.  

• Thread leaves together 

into a garland.  

• Measure your head and 

compare it to your height.  

• Make a friendship 

bracelet.  

• Tie it to a stick and take 

your stick for a walk!  

• Make a trail on the floor 

and follow your trail from 

the viewpoint of an ant…  

• Make a cat’s cradle – how 

many different shapes can 

you see?  

• Use it to measure how far 

you can jump!  

• Use it to lift something 

heavy. How can you make it 

easier?  

• Make a fishing rod – use a 

magnet for a hook and 

paper clips to let you catch 

Toy car racetrack 

 

 

What You’ll Need:  

• Old toy vehicles  

• Chalk  

• Assorted loose parts  

• You could supplement 

with more small world play 

items  

• A camera!  

 

Activity  

The challenge is for small 

teams or individuals to 

create toy car racetrack  

The racetrack should have 

the following features:  

1. A START and a FINISH  

2. Tight bends  

3. A tunnel or a bridge  

4. Interesting features on 

the route  

 

Let others have a go and see 

how cool they think your 

racetrack is!  

Have a race against each 

other and see which car is 

Bowled Over 

 

Make use of your garden or 

local park by designing and 

making a version of ten-pin 

bowling you can play outside. 

Investigate how to make 

appropriate bowling pins and 

experiment with different 

balls. You can even make up 

new rules for playing on a 

different surface. 

What You’ll Need:  

 Containers of different 

sizes and shapes   

 Different fillings, e.g. 

gravel, sand, water 

 Different outside surface  

 A selection of balls   

 

Bowling alleys are usually 

smooth. You may have    

different outdoor surfaces to 

choose from, so think about 

how the game would change 

when played on tarmac, a 

mown lawn or long grass. 

 

Test your bowling pins by 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-sequencing/caterpillar-ordering
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-sequencing/caterpillar-ordering


3. crawl under  

4. slide down  

5. scare him  

6. and one other exciting 

element!  

 

Ready…Teddy…Go! 

• You could use natural 

materials that you can find 

outside or manmade 

materials.  

• Look at a photo of the 

landmark to try to add more 

attention to detail.  

 

your fish.  

 

the fastest!  

Good Luck…3, 2, 1 GO! 

 

experimenting with different 

types of pins. Try making 

them out of kitchen roll 

inserts or cylinder 

containers, then using 

different fillings to give them 

weight and balance.  

    

You may have other ideas on 

how to make pins that are 

like ones at a bowling alley. 

Which shapes, weights and 

materials seem to work best? 

 

 

 

 

Wellbeing

 

How do you think Teddy felt 

when he was climbing high? 

Can you think about the 

emotions he might have felt? 

For example, was he scared, 

exhausted or excited? Can 

you feel lots of different 

emotions at the same time? 

When have you felt these 

things? 

If you could go 

ANYWHERE, where would 

you go and why? Can you 

start a jar and add to it all of 

the things that you’d like to 

do and places you’d like to 

visit? 

Listen to a piece of music 

about water or watch an 

aquarium clip where the fish 

swim. Can you pretend that 

you are fishing? 

Choose a piece of calming 

music to listen to and as you 

listen, take your pen for a 

walk across your page… do 

the same with faster music. 

Make use of your garden or 

local park by designing and 

making a version of ten-pin 

bowling you can play 

outside. Investigate how to 

make appropriate bowling 

pins and experiment with 

different balls. You can even 

make up new rules for 

playing on a different 

surface. 

Can you decorate your 

bowling pins by painting 

them or colouring them in 

beautiful colours and 

patterns? 

 

 

 

 


